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Abstract
SARS-CoV-2, appeared in winter 2019, in Wuhan State of Hubei Province in China, which has already marched more than
210 countries with 5,418,496 cases and 344,206 fatalities. Through an ongoing unprecedented global public health effort, the
pandemic is now slowing down slightly after 6 months of its original occurrence. Until now, the media coverage is incredibly
accurate and has been providing worldwide pictures to enrich scientific data. As of May 25, 2019, there are more than 21000
citations related to SARS-CoV-2 in the medical literature according to the WHO on global research on coronavirus disease
2019 (COVID-19). However, among these citations, only 5-10% are related to laboratory experimental data. This review is
aimed to analyze the unique laboratory experiment aspects of SARS-CoV-2, to describe the epidemiology, threat to pediatric
and women health, mutational intimidation, diagnostics and treatment of the SARS-CoV-2 in regard to future epidemics, and
to use the SARS-CoV-2 experience as a model for future pandemics.

DISCUSSION
The first transmission of SARS-CoV-2 occurred in Wuhan City, Hubei Province in China [1, 2]. In December
2019, a novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) namely Wuhan-Hu-1 was isolated from patients with COVID-19
and subsequently sequenced (GenBank accession number MN908947.1) [3]. This virus was rapidly identified
and characterized by a combination of classical virological methods and cutting-edge molecular biology.
Real time reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) based examination followed by nextgeneration sequencing [4, 5], scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [5] examination of upper respiratory tract
(URT) swabs (nasal, throat) and sputum specimens from affected patients revealed the presence of viral
particles. Fortuitously, this newly identified agent replicated in Vero cells as like as SARS-CoV, in contrast
to other human coronaviruses. Although along with that of others deposited in the viral sequence database
revealed that this newly novel SARS-CoV-2 virus are closely related to the SARS- CoV [4,5], although
the pathogenicity is significantly lower than SARS-CoV (10%) and MERS-CoV (40%) [6]. But the genetic
sequence of this COVID19 virus showed more than 80% identity to SARS-CoV and 50% to the MERS-CoV
[4, 5, 6]. Cytopathic effect of SARS-CoV-2 in the Vero cell cultures was confluent 3 days after inoculation
[7]. In a technological Blitzkrieg, the genome was completely and rapidly sequenced by several laboratories
around the world. Until now 30789 complete genome were deposited in the Global Initiative on Sharing
Avian Influenza Data (GISAID) (https://www.gisaid.org/). SARS-CoV-2 have the largest genomes found
in any RNA virus. The genome of SARS-CoV-2, ranging from 26 to 29 kilobases in length, containing 14
open reading frames (ORFs) [8] encoding 27 proteins [9]. Moreover, the spike which is divided into the S1
domain (responsible for receptor binding) and S2 domain (responsible for cell membrane fusion ) surface
glycoprotein plays an essential role in binding to receptors on the host cell and is crucial for determining host
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tropism and transmission capacity, mediating receptor binding and membrane fusion [10]. Furthermore, the
eight accessory proteins (3a, 3b, p6, 7a, 7b, 8b, 9b, and orf14) and four major structural proteins, including
the spike surface glycoprotein (S), small envelope protein (E), matrix protein (M), and nucleocapsid protein
(N), are located in the 3’-terminus of the SARS-CoV-2 genome [9].These sequences data not only permitted
the rapid development of highly specific diagnostic tests, but also helped in the epidemiologic tracking of
the pandemic followed by development of rapid treatment process. Moreover, cataloging the genome from
human cases assisted in the search for the origin of this disease, when viruses related to the SARS-CoV-2 were
identified in animals Rhinolophus affinis (Bat),Rhinolophus malayanus (Bat), Manis javanica (Pangolin) in
a live animal market in Wuhan, China [11]. Viral genomes from swabs from Rhinolophus affinis and Manis
javanica (Pangolin) [11] were 96% and 91.02% homologous respectively to the human SARS-CoV-2, and
represented a distinct phylogenetic group from the human isolates suggesting animal to human transmission
[3, 11]. The genome sequence of SARS-CoV-2 shows that Orf8 is intact. As the pandemic progressed, most
human isolates contained a SARS-CoV-2 sequence with a deletion of 382 nucleotides in this open reading
frame [12]. Signature sequences were also identified in the amino acid sequences of the spike protein, which
is involved in the attachment of viral particles with lung epithelial cells primarily and angiotensin-converting
enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor [3, 9, 11, 12]. Khailany et al., (2020) [13] revealed that 116 mutations were
present in studied 95 SARS-CoV-2 genomes where the three most common mutations were 8782C>T in
ORF1ab gene, 28144T>C in ORF8 gene and 29095C>T in the N gene. In another phylogenetic networks
analysis by Forster et al., (2020) [14] distinguished 3 major circulating variants (A, B, C) in the basis of
amino acid variation among the genome sequences of SARS-CoV-2 in which A being the ancestral type
according to the bat outgroup coronavirus. G29553A was found to be almost exclusive to the all US isolates
leading to amino acid substitutions in the viral protein sequence are absent in the isolates from Italy and
Spain in the SARS-CoV-2 genomes deposited in GenBank and GISAID [13, 14]. Most alarmingly, one
study handling on large number of deposited genomes found that among all (198) independent mutation
(homoplasies), 80% recurrent mutations produced non-synonymous changes at the protein level, suggesting
possible ongoing adaptation of SARS-CoV-2 [15]. However, SARS-CoV-2, like other RNA viruses, mutate
rapidly as a consequence of the error-prone nature of RNA polymerases and their characteristically short
replicative life cycles [4, 5, 10, 14]. Thus, mutations can emerge rapidly and persist. .
Also of interest, the first case of COVID-19 has reported in a patient in Wuhan who had link to the seafood
market [16] and also mainly bats are reported to be rare in markets in China [15, 16]. Although the SARSCoV-2 may theoretically transmit directly from bats or pangolin to humans, most interestingly the evidence
so far suggests it more likely spreads indirectly through another animal playing the role of an intermediate
host to transmit the virus to humans, supporting the hypothesis that the SARS-CoV-2 originated from
animals but actual source is still unknown [16].
The epidemiology of SARS-CoV-2 is both extremely interesting and aggressive [10, 14, 16] than the all other
reported viruses. The primary case in this outbreak was a 55-y-old woman a shrimp seller in China’s Wuhan
city, the originating point of the coronavirus pandemic, has been identified as one of the first victims of
coronavirus. She developed a cold on 10th December and she was selling shrimps at the Huanan Seafood
Market [17]. Wei was among the first 27 patients to test positive for COVID-19 and one of 24 cases directly
related to the market who shared a common toilet in the market [17]. On 9th January 2020, Wuhan witnessed
the first confirmed death due to COVID-19 [17] followed by the Philippines on 1st February reported first
death outside China province [18], and on 14th February, France reported first death outside Asia [18].
Furthermore, due to its higher contagion nature dozens of deaths were reported in Iran, South Korea, and
Italy by 28th February (COVID- 19 in Korea, 5th April 2020). Around 40 countries over all the continents,
except the Antarctica, had reported deaths by 13th March, 2020 [17]. Most interestingly all of the reported
1st cases around the world have the traveling link to Wuhan, China or any other affected countries. COVID19 then spread rapidly around the world by infected persons who traveled by airplane. Surprising, there
were no data available on secondary cases acquired by co-airline passengers [19].
Since the start of this pandemic till 27th May 2020, WHO reports 5,792,992 confirmed cases worldwide
with a death count of 357,480 (https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/) and during this time the daily
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new cases are ˜70,000, and daily reported new deaths are more than 4,000 However, actual case count is
likely to be much higher than the reported count owing to lack of testing, in general; and especially for the
asymptomatic patients [20]. Likewise, the actual death count is much higher because as per the standard
official protocols , the death accounted in the report is only of people who were tested positive for COVID
-19 [20]. On the other hand, as of 27th May 2020, total of 2,499,168 cases have been recovered from COVID
-19 across the world as per the data collected by John Hopkin University, USA. However, t ratio of reported
death versus reported case in the top 10 countries varied between 18.8% to 1.0 %. Such a huge variation
in the mortality rate seems to be governed by various factors like population characteristics (sex, age, and
overall health), time since the initial outbreak, healthcare system, and the volume of testing and treatment
options [1, 2].
The transmissibility of SARS-CoV-2 and human disease COVID-19 is a paradox. On the one hand, in the
initial phases of the spread of SARS-CoV-2 in China, a disproportionate number of health care workers
became ill and apparent “super spreader” cases were noted around the world further [4, 5, 21]. In contrast,
the secondary illness rate in households was only 19.3% to 13.8% in a Guangzhou study [22]. These householdcontact rate was higher than the nonmodel-based estimates 14.9% for the Shenzhen and 10.2% for Guangzhou
in another two studies [22, 23]. These household-contact rates are significantly less than other respiratory
infections such as pertussis and measles. On the other hand, for SARS-CoV, the secondary attack rate
was estimated to be 4.6% in Beijing, 8% in Hong Kong, 6.2% in Singapore, and 10.2% in Toronto [24].
Unfortunately information on household transmissibility of MERS-CoV is less clear [24]. Most interestingly,
most other instances of super spreading involved contact by infected personnel or non-living objects or
hospital personnel who gave care and had contact with the primary cases without carrying out infection
control precautions (Figure 1) [4, 5, 21].
The incubation period of SARS-CoV-2 is 2–14 d, with a median of 5.2 d [25] (Figure 2). The attack rate in
children is reported to be less than that of adults, but it appears that male (71%) have higher rates than
women. A median age of 40 years have been observed so far [21] although approximately 80% of COVID-19
deaths were reported in the patients over 60 years old (Yee et al., 2020). Over 75% of COVID-19 deaths had
comorbid medical conditions such as hypertension, diabetes, or cardiovascular disease [21]. The median time
from onset of symptoms to first hospital admission, and eventually to ICU admission was 7·5 days (4·0–8·0),
and 11 days (8·0–17·0) respectively [25]. Clinical disease in children is clearly less severe than disease in adults
[25]. Adolescents have illness similar to adults, but the case fatality rate in adolescents is significantly less.
Although there is evidence that unrecognized infections occur, there is vast reported instance of a possible
asymptomatic infection with the SARS-CoV-2 [25].
Details of clinical illness in children have been presented from studies in China, Italy, USA, UK, Bangladesh,
India, Singapore, and Canada [26]. A study on 171 pediatric patients in China reported that after 2–14 days
incubation period of children, the following clinical findings were noted: cough (48.5%), pharyngeal erythema
(46.2%), fever (41.5%), fast breathing (28.7%), diarrhea (8.8%), rhinorrhea (7.6%), fatigue (7.6%), and
vomiting (6.4%) [27] (Figure 3). Frequency of asymptomatic infection, upper respiratory tract infection and
pneumonia was 15.8%, 19.3% and 64.9%, respectively in three individual studies [27]. In patients <10 y of age,
the most common findings were fever and cough, whereas older children ([?]10 y) also had headache, myalgia,
sore throat, chills, and/or berating problem [27](Cai et al., 2020). Hilar adenopathy, extensive pleural
effusions, lung abscess, pneumatocele, or pneumothorax were not observed in various study on children
with COVID-19 [4, 5, 21, 22, 25, 27]. Furthermore, in a study on 116 pregnant women, the most common
symptoms were fever (50.9%) and cough (28.4%) followed by 23.3% without symptoms, 6.9% of severe
pneumonia [28]. In other study with114 pregnant women,the most common symptoms were fever (87.5%),
cough (53.8%) followed by fatigue (22.5%), diarrhea (8.8%), dyspnea (11.3%), sore throat (7.5%), and
myalgia (16.3%) (Figure 3) [29].
The most hopeful laboratory finding is blood lymphocytes count in the case of all pediatric patients. On
the other hand, adults with COVID-19 usually showed a significant or progressive decrease in the absolute
number of peripheral blood lymphocytes at the early stage of the disease [4, 7, and 8]. This occurs in nearly
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all bad outcome adult patient cases. In one meta-analysis by Huang et al., (2020) [30] revealed that adult
patients with poor outcome (84%) and dead (87%) have a lower lymphocyte count. The mean difference is
361.06 μL [- 439.18, - 282.95] and this mean difference rose to 376.53 μL to 377.56 μL in the case of ARDS
and ICU patients. Other frequently abnormal laboratory findings include thrombocytopenia (20.0%) but
most patients had a normal CBC (normal Hb, WBC and platelet count) and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH)
[21, 25, 29, and 30].
The initial diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 was based on clinical and epidemiological data. Based on a few early
descriptive studies of patients admitted to a Wuhan regional referral hospital with confirmed COVID-19
pneumonia, fever was the most frequent symptom among the patients (83%–98%) followed by cough (66%–
82%) and roughly one-third of the patients had shortness of breath [21] . Less common symptoms include
myalgia (11%), rhinorrhea (10%), headache (8%), chest pain (2%), and gastrointestinal symptoms (3%)
[6, 21, 23]. The vast majority of patients presented more than one symptom [4, 6, and 21]. In some
other studies, the clinical presentation of COVID-19 resembles SARS-CoV characterized with fever, dry
cough, and shortness of breath in most of the cases [6, 14, 21, and 25]. Cases with critical illness showed
respiratory failure, septic shock, and organs failure, which require intensive care support [6, 9, 16, and 21].
Approximately 23%–32% of patients were admitted to the ICU, primarily for increased oxygen support [6,
16] while one-third of the patients had complications such as acute respiratory distress syndrome, acute
renal injury, septic shock, ventilator-associated pneumonia [6, 16, 21]. Patients meeting any one of the
three criteria: (1) dyspnea, respiratory rate >30 times/min, (2) oxygen saturation, PaO2 (partial pressure of
arterial oxygen)/FiO2 (percentage of inspired oxygen) ratio <300 mmHg will be considered severe patients,
while respiratory failure, septic shock or multiple organ failure patients will be treated as critical patients
[4, 6, 16, 21, 25, 30]. Most recently some other unusual symptoms are also reported like Strokes and blood
clots, COVID toes, silent hypoxia, gastrointestinal issues, delirium, skin rashes, multi organ failure, blood
clots, neurologic damage (https://www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/the-unusual-symptoms-of-covid-1967522).
Laboratory confirmation of a SARS-CoV-2 infection can be determined by the demonstration of serum
antibody by ELISA, isolation of the virus from a clinical specimen, or the detection of SARS-CoV RNA
by a reverse transcription PCR assay, CT scan [1, 2], next-generation sequencing [25], scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) [4] and cell culture [4, 21]. While a higher sensitivity of 97% has been reported for Chest
CT compared to RTPCR (71%, p <.001), Chest CT fails to detect the asymptomatic cases. The combination
of RT-PCR and Chest CT can be used routinely because of higher sensitivity (91.9%, 79/86) than RT-PCR
alone (78.2%, 68/87) or CT alone (66.7%, 54 of 81) [31]. However, different studies on RT-PCR showed
varied sensitivity depending on the specimens used, which were lung wash (93%), sputum (72%), nasal swabs
(63%), lung biopsy (46%), throat swabs (32%), feces (29%), and blood (1%) [10]. This variation is probably
due to the increase of viral load in the respiratory specimens from week 1 to week 2 after the onset of illness,
which then dropped to lower levels at week 3 and week 4 [1, 21,31]. Interestingly, the viral load in stool
gradually increases after 2–3 weeks causing fecal shedding of viruses during the recovery phase [1]. Thus,
fecal samples show positive results in RT-PCR for a longer period compared to respiratory specimens.
At the present time, there are two major questions that relate to COVID-19 when world is currently grappling over the management of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic: Will the disease reoccur? And, if it does, how should it be treated and can it be contained? So, the question of relapse or
reactivation of COVID-19 must be considered carefully. Countries like China, South Korea has already reported 5 and 116 patients (https://thehill.com/changing-america/well-being/prevention-cures/492489-morecoronavirus-patients-in-south-korea-are) respectively who were considered to be cleared of COVID-19 have
tested positive again, which raises the question about virus’s ability to reactivate [32]. This ultimately
raises the question whether this SARS-CoV-2 has got the ability of some other viruses like EpsteinBarr virus, Ebola virus and varicella-zoster virus, which are commonly known with reactivation capacity
[32]. It is possible that the false-negative results in RT-PCR might mistakenly be interpreted as viral
reactivation (https://tbsnews.net/coronavirus-chronicle/south-korean-scientists-conclude-people-cannot-beinfected-twice-covid-19).
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Moreover, severe disease in humans caused by animal viruses are an ever-present danger. Severe diseases
acquired from animals such as rabies, Lassa fever, and Ebola hemorrhagic fever, all of which can be transmitted from person to person, have not resulted in sustained human disease. Hence, apparently SARS-CoV-2
should also be similar. But, it seems likely that aerosolization of the virus at the Wuhan sea food market,
and perhaps in some nosocomial situations made the introduction of this virus different from experiences
with SARS, Lassa and Ebola viruses. However, deep anxiety has emerged as there is a possibility of a future
genetic recombinant virus with the SARS-CoV-2 and a human respiratory CoV such as OC43 or 229E strains
or SARS-CoV or MERS. This is because of living of animals and humans in close proximity in majority
of the countries around the world and infections with human CoV are common, dual infection seems quite
possible. However, this type of recombination among different groups of CoV has, to our knowledge, never
been documented. Far more likely, genetic recombinant between a strain of avian influenza (such as H5N1)
and a circulating human strain (such as H3N2) raising a pathogenic one [21, 33]. From past experience
it appears that an influenza or more deadly others new virus pandemic will occur in the next few years
for which hopefully, lessons learned from the international response to SARS-CoV-2 will contribute to its
control.
The pathophysiologic events in SARS-CoV-2 are not clear. It has been seen that fewer children came in
contact with COVID-19 and among infected, children have mild disease. Insights in pathophysiological
mechanisms of less severity in children could be important for devising therapeutics for high-risk adults and
elderly. The illness in adultsalso varies depending on the person to person as well as country to country [9,
19, 34]. Early closing of schools and day-care centers led to less frequent exposure and hence, lower infection
rate in children. Frequency of common symptoms was lower in children compared to adults, implying more
asymptomatic infections in children. Median duration of fever in children was 3 d compared to 10 d in adult
patients, implying shorter illness in children. But patients with more severe disease have less steep followed
by prolonged decline in viral titres having higher level of inflammatory cytokines (IL-2, IL-6, IL-7, IL-10,
GCSF, IP-10, MCP-1, MIP-1A, and TNF-α) than patients with mild disease [16, 30]. Moreover, critically
ill people have low number of T-cells, helper T-cells, and memory helper T-cells but contain higher naı̈ve
helper T-cells compared to mild group [35]. Increase in IgG and IgM against SARS-CoV-2 antigens was
seen around day 7–10 of symptoms, followed by gradual decrease in viral load [36]. That’s why choice of
therapeutic agents differs in different phases of illness. There are no studies of viral loads, and cytokine levels
in children with COVID-19.
Drug repurposing has been applied since the beginning as there is no known therapy. Initially
both antiviral (ribavirin) and anti-inflammatory treatment followed by flu related medicine, combination of broad-spectrum antibiotics, corticosteroids and convalescent plasma have been applied. There has been reports of various clinical trials including chloroquine,hydroxychloroquine, remdesivir, favipiravir, lopinavir, ritonavir, nafamostat, camostat, famotidine, ivermectin, methylprednisolone, bevacizumab etc. and supporting agents (Ascorbic acid, Azithromycin, Corticosteroids, Nitric oxide, IL-6
antagonists)(https://www.nature.com/articles/d41591-020-00019-9).. However, most of them have already
failed or did not reproduce the initial successful data [37, 38]. The rationale for some cases was based on the
perception that severe lung damage was occurring as a result of a “cytokine storm” [37, 38]. This thought was
enhanced by the fact that illness in SARS-CoV-2 was similar to illnesses in adults due to infection with avian
influenza (H5N1) and SARS-CoV. Laboratory studies with H5N1 virus in tissue culture noted the induction
of proinflammatory cytokines [33, 38]. There is no specific antiviral treatment recommended for COVID-19,
and no vaccine is currently available [4, 6, 10, 14, 16, 21]. Different strategies can be used depending on
the severity of the patient and local epidemiology. Home management is appropriate for asymptomatic or
paucisymptomatic patients. The optimal duration of home isolation is uncertain, but in consideration of
incubation time around 14 days without symptoms are considered sufficient to end home isolation. Some
patients with suspected or documented COVID-19 have severe disease that warrants hospital care. Oxygen
therapy appears to be the major treatment intervention for those patients [39]. Mechanical ventilation may
be an alternative in cases of respiratory failure refractory to oxygen therapy, while hemodynamic support is
essential for managing septic shock [4, 6, 16, and 39]. Besides, the empirical treatment using convalescent
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plasma collected from patients who have recovered from COVID-19 has recently yielded satisfactory results
considering both mortality and morbidity [39].
Although it seems unlikely to us that pandemic infection with the SARS-CoV-2 will ever occur, there has
been considerable effort to develop a vaccine [39, 40]. As of now, eight vaccines, including one developed by
the University of Oxford, are under phase II of their clinical evaluation. Besides 110 vaccines (mRNA-1273,
Ad5-nCoV, AZD1222, PittCoVacc, PiCoVacc etc.) are now going through pre-clinical evaluation. The initial
success has made the scientists more optimistic about effectiveness of the vaccine in humans. Once successful,
the university authority expects to produce at least 1.0 million doses of vaccine by September next. To us,
this seems ill advised for two reasons (https://thefinancialexpress.com.bd/views/covid-19-vaccine-hope-andreality-1589728682). First, if a reoccurrence of pandemic disease were to occur, it is likely, since its origin will
be from an animal, that the new virus might be different from the present human SARS-CoV-2. Secondly,
vaccines against known animal CoV have had varied results. Of particular concern in this regard is the
possibility of enhanced SARS-CoV-2 rather than protection. This has happened before in humans with
other RNA viruses (measles and respiratory syncytial virus) and it has happened in the animal setting with
a feline CoV vaccine (Denison MR, personal communication) [33]. At the present time, the most important
factor in preventing an ongoing pandemic as well as future epidemic or pandemic of SARS-CoV-2, as well
as epidemics or pandemics with other more ferocious new viruses, is sound public health policy and the use
of standard infection control procedures. SARS-CoV-2 gained a foothold such like today crucial scenario
because of an unusual event (probable early stage not getting actual data), and the failure to recognize the
problem and to initially use respiratory isolation procedures, and to use quarantine measures. A further
problem is that all hospitals built still now do not have the capacity to handle large number of patients
who require respiratory isolation. But unfortunately all we need to keep in mind that we have to live with
COVID-19 for next few years and so we need to learn about prevention as it is the best practice in order
to reduce the impact of COVID-19 considering the lack of effective treatment. In order to achieve this goal,
the main measures are the following: (1) to use face masks; (2) to cover coughs and sneezes with tissues;
(3) to wash hands regularly with soap or disinfection with hand sanitizer containing at least 60% alcohol;
(4) to avoid contact with infected people; (5) to maintain an appropriate distance from people; and (6) to
refrain from touching eyes, nose, and mouth with unwashed hands [21, 25]. Finally this review provides a
clear scenario into the COVID-19 current situation and represents a picture of the current state in terms of
public health impact, pathophysiology and clinical manifestations, diagnosis, case management, emergency
response and preparedness. Only once this pandemic ends, one will be able to assess the health, social and
economic impact of this global disaster and we should be able to learn lessons especially in terms of public
and global health for any future similar pandemics.
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Figure 1: Possible transmission routes of pandemic 2019-nCoV in environments and hospitals

Figure 2: Timeline of 2019-nCoV cases after onset of illness.
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Figure 3: Representative typical Symptoms of COVID-19 with tentative percentages. A. Percent of all
reported symptoms of Pandemic2019- nCoV affected patients between January 23 and May 25, 2020 outbreak
(www.worldometers.info/coronavirus.com). b. The disorders caused by pandemic COVID-19 infection with
an approximate 5.2 days incubation period. There are general similarities in the symptoms between COVID19 and previous life threading betacoronavirus SARS and MERS but COVID-19 showed some unique clinical
features like rhinorrhoea, sneezing, and sore throat.
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